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CHAPTER 9

Medieval Arabic background material on the Andalusian muwaššahāt
Alan Jones [University of Oxford]

The most commonly accepted view is that there are two major sources that throw light on 
the Andalusian muwaššaḥāt: a passage from the Ḏaxīra of Ibn Bassām and the 
Introduction to the Dār al-ṭirāz of Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk. It is also thought that a chapter at the 
end of the Muqaddima of Ibn Xaldūn gives some useful, if rather sketchy, general 
background. 

To these three I would add a fragment from Nuzhat al-anfus by the Valencian savant Ibn 
Saʿd al-Khayr, a short piece from the Talkhīṣ kitāb al-shiʿr of Ibn Rušd, and a short and 
slightly indirect piece from al-ʿIqd al-farīd of Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih. 

1. Ibn Rušd (born Cordoba 1126, died Marrakesh 1198)

One of the greatest scholars of al-Andalus has a small but significant passage in his Talkhīṣ 
kitāb al-shiʿr. The work was edited by Butterworth and Harīdī in 1986 and translated by 
Butterworth as Averroes' Middle Commentary on Aristotle's Poetics in the same year.  His 
translation is given here with the key Arabic terms included.

With respect to poetical statements, imitation (al-taxyīl) and representation (al-
muḥākāh) come about by means of three things: harmonious tune (al-nagam al-
muttafiqa [sic]), rhythm (al-wazn), and comparison (al-tašbīh) itself. Each of these may 
occur separately from the others – like tune (wujūd al-nagam) in flute-playing (al-
mazāmīr); rhythm (al-wazn) in dance (al-raqṣ); and representation (al-muḥākāh) in 
utterances (al-lafẓ). I mean, in imitative non-rhythmic statement (al-aqāwīl al-
muxayyila al-gayra mawzūnah). Or all three may be brought together – as is found 
among the kind of poems called muwaššaḥāt and azjāl, these being the ones the people 
of this peninsula have devised (istanbaṭa-hā) in this tongue. For it is in natural poems 
that the three things are brought together, and natural things are to be found only among 
natural nations. There is no melody (laḥn) in the poems of the Arabs. Indeed, they have 
either metre (al-wazn) alone or metre and representation (al-wazn wa-l-muḥākāh) 
together.

Ibn Rušd is writing in a technical and rather difficult way, as is normal with any Arabic 
commentary on Aristotle.  Nevertheless it is clear that he believes that:

1. The muwaššaḥ and zajal are genres of Arabic poetry;
2. They are of Andalusian origin;
3. Melody plays an intrinsic role in them, something not found in classical Arabic 
poetry. 

2. Ibn Bassām (d. 543/1147)

The search for early background information on the muwaššaḥ and the xarja in Arabic has 
so far revealed only one passage in a contemporary Andalusian literary source that is more 
than the briefest scrap.  This is a piece in the Ḏaxīra of Ibn Bassām (d.1147), vol.1, part 1,1 
where it is the second paragraph of a section on the adīb ʿUbāda ibn Mā’ al-Samā’, two of 
whose muwaššaḥs survive in other sources.2

http://www.geocities.ws/muwashshah2020/index.htm
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Ibn Bassām’s piece is normally thought to be an important source of evidence, but there is 
some disagreement about what that evidence is. Over the years, I have come to a different 
assessment. It is Ibn Bassām himself who sounds the warning. In his introductory remarks 
to the Ḏaxīra he tells us in his typically exaggerated way that poetry was not his “thing”.3 

That does not affect his ability to quote poetry, but shows that it is not his first love.  His 
interest lay in the epistolary style and in rhymed prose, including the maqāma genre, whose 
most influential exponent, al-Ḥarīrī 4 died only a quarter of a century before Ibn Bassām.

His stance appears to reflect a fashionable attitude in Andalusian literary circles towards 
the muwaššaḥ, one of some disdain; and, with few exceptions, this has remained the 
prevalent view in the Arab world to the present. Basically, Ibn Bassām has no great wish to 
be seen as an authority on genres such as the muwaššaḥ or the musammaṭ or the zajal.  One 
wonders, too, about his silence about singing and music in general – though singing girls 
are occasionally mentioned in narratives.

The passage in the Ḏaxīra has been translated several times, the best known in English 
being those of Stern 5 and Monroe.6  

My version differs from the latter in some significant details:

They [the muwaššaḥāt] are measures [awzān] much used by the people of Andalus in 
gazal and nasīb to great effect, such that carefully guarded bosoms and even hearts are 
torn upon hearing them.7 The first to compose the measures of these muwaššaḥāt in our 
country, and to invent this form of composition was, from the information that has 
reached me, the blind [poet] Muḥammad ibn Maḥmūd al-Qabrī. He used to compose 
them using as a basis hemistichs [ašṭār] of classical poetry, though most of them 
employed neglected or hitherto unused metrical patterns [aʿārīḍ],8 taking colloquial 
Arabic and non-Arabic 9 expressions 10 and calling them 11 the markaz, and building 12 
the muwaššaḥa upon them, without any internal rhyme [taḍmīn] in [it/them] or [in the] 
agṣān.13 Some say that Ibn ʿAbd Rabbihi, the author of the Kitāb al-ʿIqd, was the first to 
compose this type of muwaššaḥāt among us. Next to rise to prominence 14 was 
Yūsuf ibn Hārūn al-Ramādī. He was the first to make copious use of taḍmīn in the 
marākīz, inserting it at every pause he came to, but in the markaz in particular.15 The poets 
of our age continued after this fashion, such as Mukarram ibn Saʿīd and Abū I-Ḥasan's two 
sons. Then there appeared our ʿUbāda,16 who invented the [use of] taḍfīr.  He did this by 
focussing 17 on the pauses in the agṣān, and using taḍmīn there, just as al-Ramādī had 
done with the pauses in the markaz. 

The measures of these muwaššaḥāt lie beyond the scope of this anthology, since the 
majority of them are not [composed] according the metrical patterns [aʿārīḍ] of the 
classical poetry of the Arabs.18

 
It is over-optimistic to say, as Stern does, that the “interpretation of this passage of Ibn 
Bassām gives us no real difficulties, after we have gained an insight into the form of 
muwaššaḥ”.19 Corriente, too, is equally sanguine about what he thinks he can extract from the 
text.  He says,20

Summing up, Ibn Bassām, writing at the beginning of the twelfth century, tells us: (1) 
that the muwaššaḥ had been invented by learned people in al-Andalus roughly two 
centuries earlier, and that they made a somewhat unorthodox use of classical prosody 
by reducing the length of each line to a single hemistich, and by selecting infrequently 
used Arabic metres, and (2) that such poems were patterned upon a previously chosen 
markaz (an alternative term for kharjah) composed in a vulgar dialect, either of Arabic 
or Romance; subsequent poets would make the original basic stanzaic structure more 
complex by introducing inner rhyming, first in the aqfāl (taḍmīn), and later also in the 
aghṣān (taḍfīr). It should be said that Ibn Bassām’s statement, when checked against 
the extant texts, appears to be absolutely accurate, albeit rather sketchy. He is 
unequivocal in his stand on two basic issues, namely, that the metre of the muwaššaḥ is 
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a slightly modified version of the Classical Arabic standard system (= ʿarūḍ), and that 
the muwaššaḥ was metrically patterned after a pre-existing poetical utterance, the 
dialectal kharjah, which necessarily implies that the kharjah already exhibited the same 
“adapted” ʿarūḍ. 

This clear and obvious interpretation of a medieval text, which can by no means be 
deemed obscure, leaves little room for hypothesizing about a Romance origin of the 
muwaššaḥ or even merely its kharjah: Ibn Bassām declares that both were scanned after 
Arabic metrics.

I am sorry to say that I do not consider Corriente’s interpretation to be “clear and obvious”. 
So what can we reasonably extract from Ibn Bassām’s comments? Much less, I think, than 
we are normally led to believe. 

He certainly tells us that there is a muwaššaḥ genre and that a muwaššaḥa has a markaz 
(xarja).  He also tells us that the two are integral (wa-yaḍaʿu ʿalay-hi 21 

l-muwaššaḥata) – this is so, however we understand yaḍaʿu. He also tells us that the 
waššāḥs use colloquial Arabic and non-Arabic 22 expressions in the xarjas. Most striking is 
his strong objections to what was ʿalā gayri l-aʿārīḍi ašʿāri l-ʿarab. However he does not 
expand on that statement, nor, given his approach, could we reasonably expect him to do 
so.

One has to presume that he objected to the use of such features as the use of post-Xalīlian 
metres (mustaṭīl, muštabih, mumtadd, mutta’id, muṭṭarid and munsarid all occur, but only 
occasionally); the splitting of hemistichs and verses to form sections; and the scattered 
irregular variations in quantity.

Other problems are that:

(a) we cannot be sure of the exact meaning of ya’xuḏu (“take” or “use”) and therefore 
     we cannot assert that the verb implies quotation; 
(b) it is taken for granted that the xarja was a feature from the beginning; 
(c) the term lafẓ cannot reasonably be applied to the whole of a hemistich or a verse,
     even in theory.  The xarjas in the extant corpus confirm this.

We may also note various other failures that detract from the value of the piece: 

(d) there are no comments about stanzas or the length of the poem; 
(e) there is no mention of the maṭlaʿ;
(f) there is no mention of muʿāraḍa.24

However, he does give some possible names of the inventor and of those who popularised 
taḍmīn and invented taḍfīr, but his comments are brief and vague; and he indicates that the 
xarja was playing a role before taḍmīn and taḍfīr were introduced. 
 
With its few facts given little context, and with its obscurities, errors and omissions, this 
piece from the Ḏaxīra cannot reasonably be considered a particularly valuable source. 
Apart from the names of the originators and developers, he tells us nothing that he could 
not have scribbled down about the muwaššaḥāt of his contemporaries; and his failure to 
say anything about the origin and development of the xarja is particularly unhelpful. It is 
revealing that he tells us in the sentences preceding the passage under consideration –  
sentences that are rarely quoted – that ʿUbāda ibn Mā’ al-Samā’ sorted out the genre and 
that what came before was as nothing. Thus Ibn Bassām has an excuse for the early period. 
That is not so for his own lifetime. It is inconceivable that Ibn Bassām did not hear 
performances of muwaššaḥāt, and that fairly regularly.  The genre was then at its zenith, 
with waššāḥs such as Ibn al-Labbāna, al-Aʿmā and Ibn Baqī all active whilst the Ḏaxīra 
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was being compiled.25 He does indeed have sections on those three as poets, but the 
material recorded is trite and hardly worth reading. 

3. Ibn Saʿd al-Khayr (d. 571/1175)

The virtual disappearance of a work entitled Nuzhat al-anfus wa-rawḍat al-ta’annus fī 
tawšīḥi ahli l-Andalus, written by the Valencian adīb Ibn Saʿd al-Khayr is tragic loss. 
There is a brief and tantalising quotation from it in the Tawšīʿ al-tawšīḥ of al-Ṣafadī:26

We have found that some of the most recent [leading] poets, such as Mihyār al-Daylamī 
and al-Ḥarīrī and others have derived from these metrical patterns [aʿārīḍ] sections 
composed of different units and linked rhymes, which they called malʿabas.27 Likewise 
the people of al-Andalus derived from them [i.e. aʿārīḍ] a beat 28 which they divided up 
according to linked measures and which they termed muwaššaḥ, and they made the 
adornment of utterance and the embellishment of the sections “an adornment with 
rhyme”,29 and they were the first to establish this road and to pursue its path and to 
make clear its design and its method.

In drawing an interesting parallel between the metrical experiments of such eastern literary 
giants as Mihyār al-Daylamī and al-Ḥarīrī and those of the people of al-Andalus with the 
muwaššaḥ, Ibn Saʿd al-Khayr shows an understanding of and sympathy with the work of 
the Andalusian waššāḥs that is so notably lacking in Ibn Bassām. 

There is a heartfelt plea by Jareer Abu-Haidar in the Preface to his Hispano-Arabic 
Literature and the Early Provençal Lyrics:

The first natural step, as far as Arabic poetry in Islamic Spain is concerned, is to study it 
as an integral part of the Arabic literary tradition. If this poetry is seen to appertain to its 
own tradition both in its beginnings and in its subsequent ramifications, any attempt to 
look for Hispanic formative influences on it would become superfluous or functionless. 
Any incidental or peripheral Hispanic influences on it, however, would, and should be 
studied with the utmost care and interest.30

I have the strong impression that this would be less of a problem if Ibn Saʿd al-Khayr’s 
Nuzhat al-anfus had survived. But more to the point, there would hardly be a problem if 
Ibn Bassām, who mentions a number of the Andalusian waššāḥs in addition to those to 
whom he devotes a section, had not been so narrow-minded.

4. Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk (d. 608/1212)

For a long time – from his own lifetime onwards in the Levant, and, in the modern west 
from the time of the publication of Hartmann’s Das arabische Strophengedicht – I. Das 
Muwaššaḥ (Weimar, 1997) – Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk has been held in high esteem, mainly for 
the information about the Andalusian muwaššaḥ that he gives in the introduction to his Dār 
al-ṭirāz. Stern did politely criticise his schematic way of putting evidence together and his 
asserting “clear-cut and scholastic rules where there are only vague conventions”;31 but on 
the whole he thought that he was a good source.  There are still some who value Ibn Sanā’ 
al-Mulk’s statements for what they think they can squeeze out of them; but from the 1970s 
there has been trenchant criticism about their value from a growing number of scholars, 
one of the earliest and best being Jareer Abu-Haidar.32  I joined this group long ago, not 
least due to a passage from the Dār al-ṭirāz itself. At the end of his Introduction Ibn Sanā’ 
al-Mulk  writes:33

Excuse your brother [i.e. Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk], for he was not born in al-Andalus, nor did 
he grow up in the Maghrib, nor did he live in Seville, nor did he anchor at Murcia, nor 
did he cross to Meknes; nor did he reach the state of al-Muʿtamid or of Ibn Ṣumādiḥ, 
nor did he meet al-Aʿmā or Ibn Baqī, nor ʿUbāda or al-Ḥuṣrī.  Nor did he find a shaykh 
from whom to take this knowledge nor a compilation from which to learn this art.34
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Such an admission on the part of any Arab writer – no teacher, no “set book”, no 
knowledge of the area under consideration – usually calls for very cautious assessment of 
the work concerned. This is particularly so with medieval Arab writers.  As a devotee of 
the art of the muwaššaḥ Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk was able to assemble a fair collection of 
reasonably accurate texts. However, he was clearly unable to get material from any 
authoritative source (whether šayx or mu’allaf); and, if he did get hold of a poem with a 
“kharja” containing ʿajamī phraseology, it does not appear in the Dār al-ṭirāz. In his case, 
too, we might hesitate to translate ʿajamī as “Romance”,35 as there is a short (and largely 
ignored) passage from his Fuṣūṣ al-fuṣūl wa-ʿuqūd al-ʿuqūl, 36 which Jawdat al-Rikābī 
printed as a note in his edition of the Dār al-ṭirāz.37

After becoming a devotee of the Maghribī muwaššaḥāt genre, when I composed a 
muwaššaḥ I would not borrow a xarja composed by anyone other than myself; rather I 
would create and invent it and would not be happy with borrowing it. I followed the 
same course about it as the Maghribīs had done, and my aims were their aim; and I 
chose as metres those that they happened to use; everything that they did I did – except 
for the non-Arabic xarjas, for they were Berber; and when I had learned Persian, I 
composed this muwaššaḥ and another made the kharja Persian in place of the Berber 
kharja.38

For years I took this second passage simply as confirmation of the evidence of the first 
passage, that his knowledge of the western muwaššaḥ is sketchy and relatively little value, 
with “Berber” as a loose approximation for “ʿajamī” or magribī. However, I find it 
increasingly difficult to do so, with the word maghribī being used twice in the same 
passage. Perhaps the passage was written at the start of his studies, when his knowledge 
was very limited.  If so, he never corrected it.

Others, for example Abu-Haidar 39 and Corriente,40 have expressed different worries about 
Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk, and also point to his lack of knowledge and judgement.  

The new work of Professor Dwight Reynolds will persuade many to see Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk 
in a more favourable light. On the grounds set out above, I personally feel that we should 
not take Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk too seriously as a commentator on the Andalusian muwaššaḥ. 
Yet it is fair to say that it is western scholars who have been responsible for the 
overestimation of his worth. When the Dār al-ṭirāz was our main source for Andalusian 
muwaššaḥat, this was perhaps understandable, though mistaken. But no adjustments were 
made when the main corpus grew to over 550 poems. By then, however, more attention 
was being paid to “kharja studies”, where Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk’s selection is not prominent. 
The selection is, however, a good one: 27 of its 34 muwaššaḥat are by renowned waššāḥs 
including ʿUbāda, Ibn al-Labbāna, al-Aʿmā, Ibn Baqī and Ibn Zuhr.  His zeal in collecting 
Andalusian material that was difficult to find and in establishing the genre in the East 
deserves our respect.

He was certainly respected in the Maghrib and al-Andalus. The second part of the Jaysh al-
Tawšīḥ starts with ten poems that are found in the Dār al-ṭirāz. Six are from the 
Andalusian section, followed by four of Ibn Sanā' al-Mulk’s own poems.

5. Ibn Xaldūn (1332-1406) 41 

It is fortunate that one of Islam’s great thinkers, the Tunisian Ibn Xaldūn, was interested in 
the muwaššaḥ and, to an even greater extent, the zajal (and other forms of non-standard 
poetry) and that he devotes sections to them towards the end of his Muqaddima, written in 
1377. Ibn Xaldūn was a shrewd judge of earlier sources, which he customarily quoted 
without attribution. In the case of the muwaššaḥ, it has been shown that his main source 
was the Muqtaṭaf of Ibn Saʿīd, who in turn used al-Mushib fī garā’ib il-Magrib of al-
Ḥijārī, written in 1136 for the Banū Saʿīd family, another work sadly lost. From what we 
find in the Muqaddima, it would appear that al-Ḥijārī believed that the originator of the 
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muwaššaḥ had a different name from that given by Ibn Bassām and that he used a different 
set of words for the terms describing the sections of the muwaššaḥ. 

The following passage 42 gives Ibn Xaldūn’s summary on the origins and structure of the 
muwaššaḥ:

The muwaššaḥ consists of agṣān and asmāṭ in great number and different metres. A 
certain number of agṣān and asmāṭ is called a single bayt (stanza). There must be the 
same number of rhymes in the agṣān (of each stanza) and the same metre (for the agṣān 
of the whole poem) throughout the whole poem. The largest number of stanzas 
employed is seven. Each stanza contains as many agṣān as is consistent with purpose 
and method. Like the qaṣīda, the muwaššaḥa is used for erotic and laudatory poetry.

(The authors of muwaššaḥahs) vied to the utmost with each other in this (kind of 
poetry). Everybody, the elite and the common people, liked and knew these poems 
because they were easy to grasp and understand. They were invented in al-Andalus by 
Muqaddam b. Muʿāfā al-Qabrī, a poet under the amīr ʿAbdallāh b. Muḥammad al-
Marwānī.43 Ahmad  b. ʿAbdrabbih, the author of the ʿIqd, learned this (type of poetry) 
from him. (Muqaddam and Ibn 'Abd Rabbih) were not mentioned together with the 
recent (authors of muwaššaḥahs), and thus their muwaššaḥahs fell into desuetude.

The first poet after them who excelled in this subject was ʿUbāda al-Qazzāz poet of al-
Muʿtaṣim b. Ṣumādiḥ, the lord of Almería. 

The great disappointment is that Ibn Xaldūn transmits nothing about the xarja, and hence 
nothing about al-lafẓ al-ʿāmmī wa-l-ʿajamī.  He does quote the text of four xarjas, but only 
one of them 44 has clear colloquial features.  Romance does not occur in his quotations. 
Likewise, he says nothing about the maṭlaʿ, though he quotes nine of them. It is hard to 
think that al-Ḥijārī did not say something about these features. Nor does he say anything 
about the metres of the muwaššaḥāt, though in the sections on zajals, he has an interesting, 
though largely overlooked, comment:

At the present time, the zajal method is what the common people in Spain use for 
their poetry. They even employ all fifteen metres for poems in the vulgar dialect 
and call them zajals.  

 
When it comes to the origins and early history, Ibn Xaldūn’s suggestion that al-Qabrī was 
the originator, followed by Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih, is more plausible than Ibn Bassām’s 
suggestion that they were alternative originators.45 The further suggestion that there was a 
slump in the composition of muwaššaḥāt from before the time of ʿUbāda al-Qazzāz is not 
accurate. As Ibn Bassām tells us with relative clarity, the pivotal poet is ʿUbāda ibn Mā’ al-
Samā’, not ʿUbāda ibn al-Qazzāz.

6. Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih (860-940) 

Here we come to a xarja for this reassessment. It is indirect evidence, but it needs to be 
taken into account. It a brief passage on the musammaṭ found in al-ʿIqd al-farīd, in a 
chapter entitled bāb ʿilal al-aʿārīḍ wa l-ḍurūb, dedicated to the study of metrical variants and 
licenses found in classical Arabic poetry. It was first drawn to the attention of those who read Arabic 
by Professor Sayyid Gāzī in his valuable Fī uṣūl al-tawšīḥ, and has since been made more accessible 
by Professor Ignacio Ferrando,46 He makes a further valuable point that it “is important to note that 
the musammaṭ is not viewed, as ‘irregular’ or ‘deviant’,  but merely as a possible variation for the 
arrangement of poetical material’. His transliteration and translation, based on the 
Cairo edition of 1965, vol.5, p.428, run as follows:

wa-'iḏā xtalafati I-qawāfī wa-xtalaṭat wa-kānat ḥayzan ḥayzan min kalimatin 
wāḥidatin, huwa l-muxammasu. wa-'iḏā kānat 'anṣāfun ʿalā qawāfin tajmaʿuhā 
qāfiyatun wāḥidatun, ṯumma tuʿādu li-miṯli ḏālika ḥattā tanqaḍiya l-qaṣīdatu, fa-huwa 
l-musammaṭu. (emphasis IF)
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If rhymes are different and mixed, and they are now this, now that, of one word, this is 
the muxammas. But if the rhymes of the hemistichs are linked by one single rhyme 
which is repeated after that until the poem ends, this is the musammat. (translation 
IF)

One may well think that the passage is not well expressed, but the thrust is clear. It cannot 
be doubted that Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih refers to the musammaṭ. Given Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih’s 
mindset, here is a proof that the musammaṭ is both of eastern origin and also known about 
among the literati of al-Andalus.

E-mail:  alan.jones@orinst.ox.ac.uk
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NOTES

1. The best available version of the text is to be found in the edition of Iḥsān ʿAbbās, p. 
469-70.
2. These are preserved for us by the eastern writers al-Ṣafadī and al-Kutubī.
3. ed. Iḥsān ʿAbbās,1, 1, p. 18, l.7: maʿa anna l-šiʿra lam arḍa-hu markaban wa-ttaxaḏtu-
hu maksaban wa-lā aliftu-hu maṯwan wa-lā munqalaban “despite the fact that I did not like 
poetry as a vehicle nor did I chose it as a means of profit nor was I accustomed to it as a 
dwelling or field of action”.
4. d.1122. The most authoritative commentary on the maqāmāt of al-Ḥarīrī was written in 
Spain by al-Šarīšī (d.1222).
5. Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry, p. 64.
6. Monroe’s translation is fully quoted in Zwartjes, Love Songs, p. 322.
7. This is a clause of extravagant rhymed prose, which means no more than “to great 
effect”. It implies, however, that the muwaššaḥāt were popular.
8. This possibly indicates the beginning of a quotation.
9. As Ibn Bassām was an Andalusī, we may be sure that for him the word meant 
“Romance”. 
10. Arabic lafẓ in what appears to be its basic meaning. Abu-Haidar (Hispano-Arabic 
Literature and the Early Provencal Lyrics, p. 119) says, “Lafẓ has no denotations in 
classical Arabic apart from 'utterance', 'a word’ or ‘words', 'a phrase' or 'an expression'. It 
does not even remotely refer to 'a line of verse', 'a couplet', 'a ditty or song', or 'a snippet' of 
the latter.” It does not appear that the traditional, and much discussed, dichotomy between 
lafẓ and maʿnā is involved here.
11. i.e. the lafẓ.
12. The manuscript version runs: wa-yaḍaʿu ʿalay-hi l-muwaššaḥata dūna taḍmīnin fī-hā 
wa-lā agṣān. It is not clear what yaḍaʿu means nor what the feminine pronoun in fī-hā 
refers to, as markaz is masculine. The most plausible guesses are that it refers to the plural 
of markaz or to muwaššaḥa.
13. The wa-lā agṣān does not make sense as it stands. There appears to be a textual 
problem, which might be solved by reading wa-lā <fī l->agṣān.
14. Arabic naša’a.
15. As it stands this phrase does not make sense. Monroe does his best by translating 
xāṣṣatan as “exclusively” (instead of “particularly”), but I suspect that the problem lies 
with a piece of carelessness by Ibn Bassām.
16. Stern (Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry p. 26) assumed that “our ʿUbāda” means the 
“ʿUbāda of this chapter”, i.e. ʿUbāda ibn Mā’ al-Samā’. It is hard to disagree with this; but 
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it makes the introduction of taḍfīr a quite late development. This seems somewhat 
implausible.
17. The Arabic has iʿtamada followed by an accusative.
18. There is another passage in the Ḏaxīra that should read with the above passage. It is an 
even shorter chapter referring to another poet who was also a waššāḥ, ʿUbāda ibn al-
Qazzāz (vol. 1, part 1, pp. 801-802). After praising in a couple of typically flowery phrases 
Ibn al-Qazzāz as a waššāḥ, Ibn Bassām rounds off his chapter: ammā alfāẓu-hu fī hāḏihi l-
awzāni mina l-tawšīḥi fa-šāhidatun lahu bi-l-tabrīzi wa-l-šufūf wa-tilka l-aʿārīḍu xārijatun 
ʿan garaḍi hāḏā l-taṣnīf. The final clause here is more general, and thus less accurate, than 
the sentiment of wa-awzānu hāḏihi l-muwaššaḥāti xārijatun ʿan garaḍi hāḏa l-dīwān iḏ 
akṯaru-hāʿalā gayri l-aʿārīḍi ašʿāri l-ʿarab of p. 470, as it no longer contains the word 
akṯar.
19. Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry, p. 64. Stern’s optimism was afforced by his belief 
that the Egyptian Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk was a reliable authority on the Andalusian muwaššaḥ, 
a view I do not share.
20. Corriente, op. cit., 2009, p. 113.
21. The markaz.
22. As mentioned in note 9, Ibn Bassām would expect the reader to understand ʿajamī as 
“Romance”. It would also be contrary to his approach to be more specific.
23. See note 10.
24. It thus offers no corroboration for the notion of the “pre-existencia” of the xarja so 
beloved by García Gómez and his ilk.
25. Ibn Bassām mentions in al-Ḏaxīra 11 of the 16 poets whose surviving work contains 
one or more Romance xarjas, with brief sections on some such as ʿUbāda, Ibn al-Labbāna, 
al-Aʿmā and Ibn Baqī, but all the material is trivial and irrelevant.
26. al-Ṣafadī, Tawšīʿ al-tawšīḥ ed. Muṭlaq, Beirut, 1963, pp. 20-21. The Arabic is, as usual, 
in slightly opaque rhymed prose: wajadnā baʿḍa l-muta’axxirīna ka-Mihyāra l-Daylamiyyi 
wa-Abī Muḥammadin il-Qāsimi l-Ḥarīriyyi wa-gayri-himā qad istanbaṭū min tilka l-aʿārīḍi 
aqsāman mu’allafatan ʿalā fiqarin muxtalifatin wa-qawāfin mu’talifatin wa-sammū-hā 
malāʿib; wa-stanbaṭa min-hā ayḍan ahlu l-Andalusi ḍarban qasamū-hu ʿalā awzānin 
mu’taliftatin wa-sammū-hu muwaššaḥan wa-jaʿalū taršīʿa l-kalāmi wa-tanmīqa l-aqsāmi 
tawšīḥan.� wa-kānū awwala man sanna hāḏā l-ṭarīqa wa-nahaja-hu wa-awḍaḥa rasma-hu 
wa-minhaja-hu. 
27. Muṭlaq glosses as a poem with a fourfold or similar rhyme.
28. Arabic ḍarb.
29. Muṭlaq reads tawšīḥan for the ms. muwaššaḥan. For the meaning of tawšīḥan/  
muwaššaḥan, as a parallel to that found in al-Ḥarīrī, Maqāma 6:51, see Jareer Abu-Haidar 
Hispano-Arabic Literature and the Early Provencal Lyrics, p. 127.
30. Op.cit, p. ix.
31. Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry p. 39.
32. His thoughts on the problems are brought together in Hispano-Arabic Literature and 
the Early Provencal Lyrics, Curzon, 2002.
33. The original is to be found on p. 53 of al-Rikābī’s edition.
34. wa-ḏir axā-ka fa-inna-hu lam yūlad fī l-Andalus, wa-lā naša’a bi-l-Maghrib, wa-lā 
sakana Išbiliyyah, wa-lā arsā ʿalā Mursiyyah, wa-lā ʿabara ʿalā Miknāsah; wa-lā samiʿa 
l-urghun; wa-lā laḥiqa dawlata l-Muʿtamid wa-bna Ṣumādiḥ; wa-lā laqiya l-Aʿmā wa-bna 
Baqiyyi, wa-lā ʿUbāda wa-l-Ḥuṣriyyi; wa-lā wajada šayxan axaḏa min-hu hāḏā l-ʿilm, wa-
lā muṣannafan taʿallama min-hu hāḏā l-fann.
35. Clearly with Ibn Bassām ʿajamī can only have meant “Romance”.
36. The manuscript is in the Bibliothèque Nationale, A3333. Edited M.M ‘Abd al-Jawwād, 
Cairo, 2005.
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37. Note 2, p. 181.
38. wa-kuntu lammā awlaʿtu bi-ʿamali l-muwaššaḥāti l-magāribah, fa-kuntu iḏā ʿamiltu 
muwaššaḥan lā astaʿīru xarjata gayr-ī bal abtakiru-hā wa-axtariʿu-hā wa-lā arḍā bi-
stiʿārati-hā, wa-qad kuntu naḥawtu fī-hā naḥwa l-magāribati wa-qaṣadu mā qaṣadū-hu 
wa-xtaraʿtu awzānan mā waqaʿū ʿalay-hā wa-lam yabqa šay’un ʿamilū-hu illā ʿamiltu-hu 
illā l-xarajāti l-aʿjamiyyah, fa-inna-hā kānat barbariyyah, fa-lammā ttafaqa lī an 
taʿallamtu l-fārisiyyiah, ʿamiltu hāḏā l-muwaššaḥa wa-gayra-hu wa-jaʿaltu xarjata-hu 
fārisiyyiah, badalan min al-xarjati l-barbariyyah. 
39. Abu-Haidar, op.cit., p. 136.
40. Corriente, in various places, typically Poesía dialectal, pp. 30-39.
41. For a good, detailed biography, see Rosenthal’s translation, 1, xxix-lxvii.
42. Adapted from Rosenthal’s translation, 3, 440-1.
43. The 7th Umayyad ruler of al-Andalus, reigned 888-912.
44. EJ 241.
45. Ibn Bassām has remarkably few references to Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih probably because their 
interests were different. The reference to him is probably apocryphal, a reflection of his 
importance in writing the first piece of influential rhymed prose in al-Andalus in his 
introduction to al-ʿIqd al-farīd. However, al-Ḥumaydī (apud Yāqūt, iv, 215) had seen more 
than 20 juzʾs of Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih’s poetry and that they included muwaššaḥāt.
46. Ignacio Ferrando, “Andalusi ‘Musammat’: Some Remarks on its Stanzaic Metrical 
Structure”, Journal of Arabic Literature, vol. 30, no. 1 (1999), pp. 79-80. What is striking 
is that key Arab scholars such as Iḥsān ʿAbbās and Jawdat al-Rikābī never mention it.


